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Students See
By Brian O'Donnell & Julie Beck
RG News Writers
A group of law students began
pressuring the faculty last week to
bar Colorado employers from campus, in protest of that state'sconstitutional amendment pcrmitling discrimination against homosexuals.
In response, some other law
students are recoiling at the prospect
that their Colorado job search, already burdened by a weak economy,
will soon face new hurdles.
The Queer Law Students Alliance (QLSA) - formerly known as
the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Law
Students Alliance - is urging the
faculty to insutute a boycou similar
to one approved in April by the faculty at New York University Law
School.
The policy proposed by QLSA

would bar Colorado employers from
interviewing at the law school unless
they show that they are devoting "a
substantial amount" of resources to
overturning Amendment 2. The
policy would also prohibit the usc of
law school funds for the purchase of
goods and services from Coloradobased companies and for conventions and meetings. The bar would be
part of a general boycou of the Colorado economy, with exemptions for
academic endeavors.
NYU's policy requires employers to describe in writing their efforts
to combat the amendment, and in the
recent interview season, only two
law fumsdid so, said Jane Thieberger,
assistant dean in charge of placement Those firms - Arnold &
Porter and Holland & Hart - were
the only Colorado employers to in-
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Support for Boycott
terview at NYU this year, she said. Colorado f urns have scmunsolicited
Those two firms are among 13 statements describing their particifrrms scheduled to interview at Michi- pation in efforts to defeat the amendgan in September and October for ment
positions in their Colorado offices.
Not surprisingly, the proposal
The proposed policy does not re- has sparked mixed reactions among
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quire wriuen statements, but instead
insists that a "Boycott Colorado
Committee" decide whether fums
have made it a "high institutional
priority" to fight the amendment.
According to Nancy Krieger,
Michigan Director of Placement,

students. There has been spirited
hallway debate since QLSA distrilr
uted lavender fliers describing the
proposed boycou to all students
Thursday.
Students seeking jobs in Colorado maintain that the boycott would

have minimal impactonthe state while
causing genuine harm to Michigan
students seeking jobs there. And they
also note that the boycott could discourage young lawyers who are most
likely to fight Amendment 2 from
moving there.
" It only hurts people who might
bewiiJingtogohomeandworkagainst
the amendment in the first place,"
said one third-year student from Colorado, who said she is having a hard
enough time finding a job there. "It's
not that I don't sec the principle of
what they're trying to do. It's just
very frustrating. ll's hurting people
who are innocent"
CharlOtte Croson, a leader of the
QLSA, is sympathetic but unyielding.

See BOYCOTT, page 4

First-Time Professors Join Law Facuity
By Stacie Brown
RG News Writer
The first day of classes marked a
new beginning for studenL~ and professors alike. While ILs began their

legal careers with a day full of contracts, property, torts, and case club
assignments, two professors were
beginning their teaching careers.
Steven P. Croley and Kyle D. Logue,

Professor Croley

both graduates of Yale Law School,
joined the Michigan faculty as full
time assistant professors.
For Croley, whose primary interest lies in torts and product liability, accepting a position at Michigan
was like a homecoming. A native of
Michigan, Croley earned his A.B.
from the University in 1988. He later
clerked for the Hon. Stephen F. Williams of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuitand then auended
graduate school at Princeton University. Croley is now preparing his dissertation in the area of administrative
law.
Logue (B.A., Auburn University), a former Truman Scholar,
clerked for the Hon. Pa!rick E. Higginbotham of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit before
practicing tax Jaw at Sutherland,
Asbill & Brennan in Atlanta. He
credits his desire to teach not only to
his family,manyofwhom were teachers, but also to his experiences in the
field of legal scholarship.

As a law student, Logue co-authored an article entitled The FirstParty Insurance Externality: An
Economic Justification f or Enterprise Liability, which appeared in
the Cornell Law Review. Logue
values legal scholarship and said t11at
while in practice, he had many ideas
for scholarship which he would like
to pursue at Michigan.
"I liked practicing law," said
Logue, "but I think I like this better."
Logue stated that as a practitioner he
learned things about career choices
and the legal profession itself which
he wants to share with Michigan students.
Both Croley and Logue want
their students to gain a thorough
understanding of the law, as well as
an appreciation for the undcrlymg
policy issues and theoretical framework.
Croley describes his tcachmg
style as "unconventional". "Intellectually, my class is extremely serious, said Croley, but I like to inject

Professor l..ogu.e

humor into the class and have a lot of
people participate each day."
Professor Croley currently
teachesTortsand will teach Administrative Law next semester. Professor
Logue teaches Tax I th1s term and will
teach Insurance Law in the winter.
Photographs by Emily Auckland.
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Students Deserve to Have f xams Read
By Noah Finkel
RG Executive Editor
The faculty's recent overhaul of the grading system, providing professors with added grade options for their students,
was in part motivated to better reflect subLle $1ifferences in
stu<knt perfonnancc. Previously, a student"' ho wrote a"good"
exam a point away from an 8 received a C+, the same grade as
someone who wrote a "mediocre" exam. Now that student can
earn a B-. a grade higher lhan the "mediocre" performance.
Such a shift should provtde students with a more accurate
assessment of their perfonnance. But that conclusion is premised upon a now questionable assumption: that aU professors
actually read their students' exams.
In one class last tenn, I received a grade below what I
thought I had earned. When I went to ask the professor where
I went wrong, he admiued he could not read my handwriting
and guessed at the grade I should receive. He said he believed
he might have given me the benefitofthedoubton some matters
as well as subtracted some points I would have earned had he
been able to read my answer. Therefore, he said his solution -

to award an arbitrary grade- was fair.
· I must admit I have chronic difficulties writing legibly on
exams. I do not type my exams because I am a slow typist and do
not think I should be penalized on my grade because of that. Nor
should legibility ever factor into a grade. It has no bearing on
success as a lawyer and thus should not have any bcanng on
students' grades. When other professors had dtfficulty reading
my exams, they asked me to type what I had wriuen for them. I
always returned a typed exam wtthin 24 hours.
Sensing that this exam might be difficult to read, I wc'1tto
the Records Office a week aftcrthecxam and asked a cit rk 1f she
could ask that professor if he could read my exam and,tfhecould
not read it, whether I could type it. The professor did not respond
to those overtures. Instead, he guessed at my grade.
I would like to think that this represents an isolated incident,
but in other classes last tenn professors issued students grades
without adequately reviewing the students' performances.
In a particularly large class of more than 200 people last
tenn, the professor required from each student four papers
totaling about30 pages and an ouLiinc in lieu of a finaltn -class

examination. She extended the deadline for both to June 1.
Therefore, she had a month to grade all these papers and ouLiines
prior to the school's dcadlme for providing grades. Even if she
didn't glance at the students' outlines, she had 6000 pages of
papers to read and grade in a month. That's about 200 pages a
day.It m:.~y not t'C difficult to r~ad 200 of John Grisham's prose
tn a day, but 200 pages of legal analysis is another matter,
especially "'hen all the studcnLo;' papers must be compared
agamst C:J-.h thcr.
And in another class IJ,t term, 18 students enrolled in a
scmtnar. The professor did not require a paper of the students,
as is customar) in seminars. Rather, the professor required
c;tudcnts to give class presentations in pairs. At the end of the
semester, the professor issued two As and 16 Bs. Included
among the Bs were a few studcnL~ who never gave presentations
and others who attended barely a majority of all classes.
In mo~t cl:.~sses the possibtlity of earning an A-, B-, or Cwill result tn grades that more accurately reflect a student's
performance. But in other clac;ses, professors will have merely
three more spots where their roulette wheel can land.

Lawyer-Bashing Reaches New Heights, Takes New Forms
You can buy me a carl
And fill up the tank/
Tell me a boatload of lawyers just sank...

But as one commentator has put it," America is in the blame
mode right now, and lawyers are the easiest targets." Ofcourse,
some lawyers are venal, corrupt, and arrogant, but so arc some
doctors and baseball players. Unlike these professionals, how·Robert Cray, Nothin' But a Woman
ever,lawycrs are called upon to pick up the pieces when society
and its institutions have broken down. Inevitably, lawyers begin
to personify these breakdowns, and become the scapegoats for
By Michael R. Phillips
these societal problems. Forcing Hollywood to change the
Special to the RG
On June 11 this year, Universal Pictures released Jurassic image of lawyers in the movies or banning anti-lawyer jokes as
Park. ln this film, dinosaurs encountered human beings for the hate speech cannotchange the fundamenlal realityofthc lawyer's
ftrst time and quickly ascertained that they were good to eat. role.
I would not want to leave the impression, though, that we arc
Naturally, the tastiest looking morsel of them all happened to be
a duplicitous, greedy, cowardly lawyer. (After all, what other powerless to shield ourselves against this tide of public enmity.
kind are there?) The audience cheered as the the prehistoric Fortunately, most of us will be graduating from law school
within the next few years, and our parents and other sundry
monster promptly gobbled up his modem-day counterparL
Less than three weeks later, on 1uly I , Gian Luigi Ferri relatives will desperately desire to lavish expensive and frivoentered the San Francisco law offices of Pettit & Martin lous gifts upon us to celebrate that achievcmcnL Perhaps the
carrying two 9-millimeter pistols and a .45 caliber semiauto- wisest course is to eschew such items in favor of gifts that will
matic. He fired at anyone who looked, acted or even smelled have more utility for our chosen profession.
For instance, the S.R. Barclay Co. of Denver, Colorado
like a lawyer. By the cone!us ion of his rampage, Ferri had ki lied
eight people (only three of whom were attorneys) and wounded offers a compact pistol crossbow, featuring adjustable sights, a
six others. A few people probably cheered, but they at least did suspension steel bow and five aluminum tipped bolts, for only
S34.95 plus S5 shipping and handling (two for S3 1.95). This
so quieLly.
So what is the connection here? Was the gunman Ferri
found with a matinee ticket stub in his coat pocket and a
Tbe challenge of a praatce in
Velociraptor action figure, complete with removable DinoNew Yort, WasbingUJn D.C, Chicago or LA.
Wound,lodged in his briefcase? Hardly. ln fact, he blamed his
in an environment
that spirfts growth - Indianapolis.
violent tendencies on the food additive monosodium glutamate
(MSG), which, he alleged, the FDA had allowed to slowly
ICE
poison him. Nor was Ferri's wrath reserved only for lawyers.
MILLER
His list of"criminals, rapists and racketeers" included businessDONADIO
men, lobbyists and government bureaucrats. In other words,
&RYAN
the shooter was simply a sick idiot, of which our society seems
to have no shortage.
Regional - National - International
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item fits neatly inside most briefcases and desk drawers. For
the more defensive minded. bullet-proof vests "capable of
stopping the .357 Magnum, 9mm and 00 Buck" are also available for a mere S220, with detachable side panels and a chest
trauma plate extra. Certainly a fashion statement at home or at
the office. And with any luck, we may all soon be eligible for
ABA discounts.
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The Res Gestae is published biweekly on Mondays during
!he school year by sruden!S of The University of Michigan
Law School. Opinions expressed in bylined articles are
!hose of !he authors and do not necessarily represent the
opinion of !he editorial staff. Subscription prices areSlO a
semester and S 15 for a full academic year. Articles may be
reprinted without pennission, provided that !he author and
The Res Gestae arc credited and notified. Mailing address:
The Res Gestae, The University of Michigan Law School,
721 S. State St., Ann Arbor, MI48104-3040. Phone: (313)

998-7976.
Submissions to The Res Gestae should be placed in the
newspaper's pendaOex in Room 300 Hutchins Hall by 5p.m.
on !he Friday preceding publication. Items submitted after
this time will not normally be considered for inclusion in the
following issue. Anonymous submissions will not be
printed unless the identity ofthe author is disclosed to the
editors and there is a compelling reason fo r the author to
remain anonymous.
The Res Gestae requests !hat submissions be placed on
Macintosh or MS-DOS 3.5 inch disks. This will save us time
and expedite !he printing of your ideas. The piece may be
typed in any of !he following word-processing programs:
WriteNow, Microsoft Word, WordPerfect or FuliWrite.
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Commentary:

Colorado Boycott Inappropriate for Law School
Joe Wallace
RG Writer
The question of whether homosexuals
should have legally protected or minority status
involves a conOict of moral, emotional. and
le!!al views. The question has been debJtcd
ex~cnsively in many arenas- educational, social,judicial, legislative. The st..1tc of Colorado
passed Constitutional Amcndmclll 2 d~n) ing
protected and mmorit} st.Jtus to lesbians, gay
men, and bisexuals. The ..uncndml·nt outlaws
claims of discriminaLJon h:h~o:d on sexual ori~n
lation, thus making gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals susceptible to discrimlllatlon in
employment, housing, medical care, and public accommodations. Effecuvcly, the amendment legally enforces d1sc:run inat.ion based on
sexual orientation. Th1~ i~ MOng. Our government should enforce n1 rule that denies a
person's civil rights s1mply because of "'ho he
or she is- be it race, gentler, rdigion, or sexual
orien1ation. With this pomt, I am in complete
agreement with the Queer Law StudentS All iance (QLSA). With thctr proposed boycou,
however, I can not agree.
The Queer Law StudcnL<; Alliance urges
lhe law school to adopt a policy to boycou
Colorado. (Note that I hereafter usc the term
boycou to refer to the proposed law school
boycott and not the national cffon.) The boyconconsistsofthrcc basic tenets. First, the law
school should prohibit l11c usc of its facilities
for recruitment by Colorado-based employers.
Next, lhc law school should prohibit the expenditure of law school funds directly into the
Colorado economy, including travel by law
school employees. Third, the law school shall
prohibit institutional purchases of goods and
services from Colorado-b::tscd companics. This
boycou, on an institutional level, should not be
adopted.
The boycou aims to affect l::tw firms and
employers that recruit here, the tourist industry, and Colorado manufacturing and service
companies. These interests do not necessarily
suppon theamendmcnL It's possible that some
of the law firms that recruit here actively suppen the amendment. More likely, however,
they oppose or arc indifferent towards the
measure. The bulk of the tourist and business
sectors probably do not support the amendment Supporting such an amendment would
be unprofitable, not to mention stupid. The
amendment has brought immense negative
publicity (not to mention boycottS}. Image
drives business success, especially the tourist
indust.ry. Why would they want to jeopardize
their livelihood like that? Hat.red? Yes, for
some. Belief, for others. These groups hat.red
and/or beliefs supersede their economic selfinterest.
Boycou supponcrs would maintain that it
doesn't mauer whether those affected by the
boycott supported the amendment or not. A
boycou'seffectivcncssdcpcndson the assumption that people arc motivated by economic
self-interest. Hurting Colorado economically
will motivate pcoplc-supponcrs, dissenters, and
most importantly the indifferent- to do something about geLLing rid of the amendment. This
argument carries great merit. For dissenters,

however, their hat.red/bclicfs outweigh eco- much more difficult? What about everybody
Do we have a moral imperative to boycou
nomics. Law fums who oppose the amend- else? The fewer opportunities available means Colorado? Probably. Yet lhc decision to
men~ on the other hand, will find JL d1fficu1L to that someone that may have taken a position in boycott should be individual, not institutional.
meet the "substanual amount of lis resources" Colorado will end up in Illinois or Washington These are tough economic umcs. Each student
test. The majority of the bus1ncss sector, mo- or Cahforn1a instead. It that fair? Is it desir- should be free to decide .,., hcthcr she or he
tivated by money, alread) oppose the amcnd- able'' So "'ho ends up bearing the cosLS of the wants to make the sacrifices herself or himself.
menL So effective!) the bO)COtt hurt~ mh:resL~ ooycou'' The students. Even if the measurable The moral imperative question is one of values
already on the side aga1nst the amendment. co~L~ arc not that great, can the boycott's lim- that involves an indiv1dual's ethics and ecoThe boycott fails to reach :.H.Icquately the most Ited clfcct justify them?
nomics. No student should be forced to support
The Queer Law Students Alliance would something. The indiv1dual approach to the
significant interest- the indifferent
Even if the law school adopted L11c pol1cy, ans.,...er: definitely. Sacrifices must be made to boycou question promotes the same ends the
the effectiveness of the boycott remains qucs- pres~rve freedom and promote justice. We boycou seeks to advance: freedom.
uonablc. Would the Colorado employers who have a moral imperative to boycott Colorado.
The Queer LawS tudcnLS Alliance continrecruit here really be hurt by a boycott? Not Mostl::tw studentS, however, arc in no position ues to campaign vigorously for the adoption of
substantially. Employment is a buyer's mar- to make sacnficcs. Funding a law school this policy. They will likely succeed. Not
ket. Colorado law firms will find qualified education requires a great sacrifice in itself. many law studcnL~ have enough time or desire
employees regardless. And if a Michigan law Many students continue to pile up debts in the to overcome the Alll.mce 'swell organized and
student really wanted to work in Colorado, he tens of thousands with -given the tenuous econ- vocal effon. Undmtand, however, the price
or she would seck (and likely find) employ- omy- no guarantee they will find a job with you pay for silence. Whatever way lhe immement there anyway.
enough compensation to pay them back. diate conflict goes, may lhe ultimate dispute
The proposed policy exemptS research Anything that increases that debt or decreases fall speed1ly 1n favor of advancmg the prinactivities and the purchase of goocb/scrviccs the opportunity to fmd a sufficient position Ciples on v. h1ch our count.ry was founded and
for academ ic purposes. Excuse me, 1sn't the remains mherently bad.
securing the civ1l nghts of all.
law school an academic mstitution? What else
would it buy? The majonty of law school
!
i
expenditures are or could beconst.rucd to be for
::tcademic purposes. The proportion of expenditures not falling under these exemptions would
be small. The percentage of "Colorado-based
j
purchases" would be even smaller. "Goods
and services from Colorado-based companies"
by definition includes only goods and services
An Open Letter to the.Micf1}gan Law
crimination wilh anti-gay Engler, then the
which the law school buys in its fini shed form
School Community: -· ··
message is starting to get through.
directly from a Colorado company.
What
As most of you are now ·aware, the
As studentS in a state whose voters will
about middlemen? A Colorado product sold to
voters of Colorado last Novern ber passed an strongly consider following Colorado's lead, j
the law school by an Illinois middleman would
amendment lO their state .<::onstitution. it is imperative that we take action immedinot fall under the boycott The proposed policy
"Amendmenl2", as it is know.n,strips lesbi- ately to draw the line at Colorado. If the
excludes productS only partially produced or
ans, gay men and bisexuals .of civil-rights Colorado pattern is repeated, !hen in a short
rendered in Colorado. Due to the nature of
protection, making them uniquely vulner- while the climate could be such that no
business and manufacturing, most companies
able to discrimination ~It: sJ>heres of li fc. lesbian, gay or bisexual srudentcould risk
don't make all the componentS of a product in
Unsurpris:ingly, the climate.'of. bostility that their personal safety to study for three years
one place. Finding a product made entirely in
Amendment 2 brought with it lias. already led at the University of Michigan Law School
Colorado and that the law school actually buys
lO a 275% increase in rep<)n&i :violence (or would be willing, as a matter of conis next to impossible. How would we know?
againstlesbians and gay.men.!n Colorado.. science, LO pump SIOO,OOO into the MichiThe boycou's last two elementS would
Worse yet, this hatred is on the verge of g~m economy). This hatred muSt be stopped ..
have little impact on the economics of the
spreading,~ at leas£ 14·:othcr siat.eS in the in Colorado! lf it spreads anywhere outSide.
indifferent- the group that could have the bigcoming two years will collsider similar con- of that state, then we have lost our baule.
gest impact in defeating the amendment if so
Stitutional ainendmen!S. Among those states Fighting on one front is difficult ~nough.
motivated. The Queer Law Students Alliance
is Michigan, and. we ~esc~
The resources arc simply not there Co galva7
would argue that even if the effect of the law
Opponent$ :9f Amendrlj.cni 2- hav~ n<· nize a response inmore than one state. :.' :~ :'.;
school's boycouissmall, the cumulative inOu- ;~ acted through aCR,Tbin~tion, of gi::ass-roots .
Please carefully examine the materiais·/
cnce of the national boycott could be great .•. educationaleffortSandlegal·chal.~~geS'. Ad- .. we distributed last week. We are aslcing yoti','; :·
Good point. It might be. Then again, it might ·?dit,~<>ru~ny, oationYf.iae tipycottofColonido: tO support us in our cfrorLS tO institute. ~;:[~
noL The overwhelmingly effective national ( arid iLS:proou~lS ~ ~njn effect since last' boycott of Colo·rado.at'the law school J;alJ(- ;:
boycou needed for change is difficult to attain. ·~ ·
Tneinostrec§lli[~~ on. the boycott ·to your professors. Tell th~m that you slip~ ..
Will the preservation of freedom in this case
show coiwentloo cancellations as far ahead port the boycott and that you hope that they:.:.
outweigh economic self-interest? The answer
as 1997. The economic losses for Colorado will too. Raise the issue in class: caJl.Dean(.
depends on how you interpret the American I have risen into thetensofmillionsof dollars. Bollinger and tcU him you want Michigan ,
people. History and human nature point toTheboycOLListhemOSleffectivetool for Law School to boycou Colorado.
wards a negative response.
As lesbians, gay men and bisexuals, we
! letting Colorado voters know that the cost of
If the proposed policy were adopted, who
are
scared.
We've struggled 100. hard to
discrimination will be a high one. More imwill it hurt? Very few people in Colorado will ~ ponaml y. a boycon sends the same message watch what we've achieved be taken from
be affected by the law school's direct effort. i wvotcrs inotherstates,makinglhem k~nly us. Anyone who beheves in civil rigbLS and I
Some cumulative effect will be fell, the degree I aware of the pocketbook consequences of equality has reason to be scared too, because 1
of which remains questionable. One group i the votes they casL
ifitcan be done to us, it can bedonctoothers.
certain to be hun: the students. What about !
'j
Michigan's Go,·emor Engler, for ex- BoycOtt Colorado.
recruiting? Banning law f11T11S will necessarily ! ample, has already-publicly stated lhat a
decrease the number of opportunities and thus
-The Queer Law St udents Alliauce
boycon such as the one that has been directed
increase the cost of finding a position. What 1 at Colorado would be disastrous for Michl(fonncrly known as The Lesbian, Gay
about the student planning on senling in Cologan. Iftheboycottraisesconcemsaboutdis- & Bisexual Law Student Alliance) '
rado? Is itfairtomakc his or her job search that

QLSA Aslcs lor Support I
In BoYcoH of Colorado I
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BOYCOTT,
continued from page 1
"I understand these people want a job,"
Croson said. "I also understand I don't want to
live in a country that thinks it's alright to
oppress me. I'm sympathetic to people who
want to work in Colorado. I'm more sympathetic to gays and lesbians who are being attacked in Colorado."
Michael Silverman, 3L, is another QLSA
leader and a panicipant in the Michigan BoycoLI Colorado campaign. He said that the BoyCOLI is of particular interest to Michigan because it, along with 13 other states, will be
considering constitutional amendments similar to Colorado's Amendment 2, which passed
last November.
In the flier, QLSA blames the "legally
codified discrimination" for a 275 percent
increase in documented violence against
homosexuals. "The streets of Colorado arc no
longer safe for lesbians and gay men," said
Silverman. The flier urges stiff opposition
now, before other states adopt similar laws.
And it says moral imperatives dictate that
Colorado be isolated in the same way $at
South Africa was shunned in the 1980s, regardless of whether each act of boycott affected that
nation's economy.
"Our group sees the amendment as the

frrst step in a campaign to literally get rid of
lesbians and gay men," said Silverman. He
predicted that"with the beginnings of a debat:
surrounding the proposed amendment will come
a climate of hatred."
As proof of these problems, QLSA cites
the presence of signs in many Colorado businesses that currenlly read, "No gays allowed."
Also a group called S.T.R.A.I.G.H.T., Society
to Remove All Immoral Gross Homosexual
Trash, advertises that it is working for a "fagfree America" in its book entitled, Death Penalty/or Homosexuals is Prescribed in the Bible.
One second-year student who plans to
interview with Denver firms said a boycou,
even if successful, would merely persuade the
state's bigots to hide their biases rather than
change their thinking.
"It would be great to change their attitudes," Croson said. "I don't think we have the
time. Il would have been great in the 1950s to
change everybody's attitudes in Selma and
Little Rock."
The student group leading this effort, the
Queer Law Students Alliance changed its name
last year, Croson said, in part to reflect an
increasingly activist attitude among members.
The group may sponsor campus visits by
homosexual rights advocates, and work to
prevent Michigan from adopting anti-gay laws.
The QLSA also plans "coming-out coffee
houses," for students who are unsure of their
sexuality or are concealing homosexual lean-

ings.
QLSA has submitted its proposed policy
to the faculty, and hopes to address the professors at a meeting, Croson said. Students have
also met with Dean Gordan and the Placement
Offic.e. ''The capacity to ban Colorado employers is there, but who needs to adopt the policy
is unclear," said Silverman. As a result, meetings with Dean Bollinger and the faculty arc
expected to determine what steps are necessary
so that the ban may officially go into effect.
"Weare being realistic. We recognize that
the ban will not likely be in place for this
semester's interviewing, but hope it will be for
next semester and certainly for next year," said
Silverman.
However, Silverman added, students may
enforce their own ban without administration
support.
The faculty has not taken a position, but
has in the past shown its distaste for discrimination against homosexuals. In the fall of 1988.
the faculty voted to include sexual orientation
in the school's non-discrimination policy. The
US military, which considers homosexuality
incompatible with service, halted law school
interviews, said Krieger.
Shortly afterward, however, the university
regents decided the law school policy was
inconsistent with university policy, and the law
school exempted public agencies. That allowed
military recruiters to return.
Last week, the regents changed their minds

and voted to extend the university's anti-discrimination policy to protect gay men and
lesbians. This action will apparently mean that
recruiters from the military's judge advocate
general offices will again be barred from the
law school, Krieger said.
The QLSA promises in its flier to conduct
"a vigorous and concerted campaign to induce
the law school to participate fully" in the boycoiL What that means is unclear. Croson said
the group has planned nothing beyond lobbying the faculty and students.
Asked if the QLSA would disrupt interviews, Croson said, "Certainly we have no
intention of being in the interview room. We' rc
not going to block the door, I don't think. It
hasn't come up."
A petition drive will begin this week.
Boycott supporters hope to submit a list of
students, who are in support of the ban, to
Colorado employers. "The boycott is effective.
We think it can work here at Michigan," said
Silverman.
The boycott will direclly effec.t law students at Michigan, said Silverman. "Lesbians,
gay men and bisexuals may not choose to risk
three years at Michigan. Neither may students
choose to contribute $100,000.00 to an economy where such an amendment would be in
effect," he said.
"If the amendment comes to Michigan,
QLSA will no longer have a bulletin board in
the basement," Silverman said.

KIRKLAND & ELLIS
Invites Michigan Second and Third Year Students
To Meet With Us On
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th AN D
THU~SDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th
~mCAGO

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES*

*Los Angeles 0 ffice will interview on October 1st

WASIDNGTON D.C.
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a note on fine cu{ture ...

Melon, Harvey Tell Musical Tales of Angst
Editor's Note: We are proud to announce thaJ summer and might have passed you by.
we plan toJ~ature a regular column discussing
Blind Melon, Blind Melon (Capitol)
current trends in movies and music this year. If
you know of any hot new bands or flicks,
For those of you who haven't seen the
video with the bumblebee kid, Blind Melon is
pendaflex the authors.
the latest protege of MTV 's "Alternative NaBy Joel Rubinstein & Cinnamon Stephens tion" segment and I highly recommed buying
their self-titled album before you hear it blaring
RG Writers
Alas, the summer is over and many of you through the window during Evidence. "No
have gone from being buried in legal work to Rain" is the infectious hippie ditty that curbeing crushed by school work. "How, can I rently receives the most play, but the whole
once again be up on the latest fine culture like album is worth an invcstmenL Shannon Hoon,
I was in college?" you fear. Not to worry, some whose voice is something Iike a cross between
of us have our priorities straight and don't let Neil Young and Janis Joplin, may be somethese legal diversions interrupt the important thing of an acquired taste and Blind Melon is
things in life. We'll keep you updated so you certainly not for the Kenny G. crowd. Yet, it
won't feelleft outand can make the mosLOfthe only takes listening through a few Limes before
few minutes a week you set aside to actually Hoon grows on you.
enjoy yourself. Also, ifthereareany entertain"No Rain" is destined to become an anment offerings you have stumbled upon, pen- them for the misfits of the world and holds a
daflex us so we can include them.
certain resonance for anyone who ever felt like
This first column will be a review of a a square peg in a round hole. Other excellent
couple of albums which came out over the cuts include "Holy Man", "Soak the Skin", and

JENNER

"Drive", but my personal favorite is "Change". were not quite the Beatles."
Harvey's writing deals mostly with bro"Change", a blend of vaguely depressing lyrics
and an elative melody, is the ideal song to get ken relationships, and when she feels she's
you out of bed when there doesn't seem much been wronged, she's ticked off. The title track
point in living, much less Civil Procedure at opens the album with Harvey darkly seething,
eight in the morning. Somehow, this song and 'Til make you tie yourself to me, I'll make you
a cup of coffee (or an amphetamine) might lick my injuries," and abruplly explodes with
make the day seem a little brighter and class a the shriek: "Don't you wish you never met
Iittle shoner. If not, you can always while away her!"
the hour by testing your ability to decipher the
Another album highlight is "Man-Size",
where
the diminutive Harvey grows to declare:
lyrics. (CS)
"Man-sized no need to shout, can you hear me
now?!"
PJ Harvey, Rid of Me (Island)
The album was produced by Steve Albini,
This is the second album from the spare,
who
worked with the late great Pixies, and also
stark, critically acclaimed trio headed by Britproduced
Nirvana's new effort/n Utero. The
ish singer-songwriter-guitaristPolly Jean Harsound
is
raw,
as if it was made in somcone's
vey. Although their sound may be inacessible
basement,
and
this compliments Harvey's cutto some people at fJISt, the album is well-worth
ting
lyrics
and
alternately
whispering and shriekgetting used to. PJ turned down the chance to
tour with Lollapalooza '93, claiming that "the ing vocals. If the songs arc despairing, at least
music doesn't translate well to large audi- it feels like genuine depths arc being exposed.
ences." That's the biggest understatement since (JR)
Mickey Dolenz said "Actually, the Monkees

& BLOCK

of Chicago, Illinois
invites second-year students and prospective judicial clerks
to interview with us for positions in our 1993 summer program on
Thursday, October 7 and Friday, October 8, 1993
Jenner & Block is one of the nation's premier law firms, with 326
attorneys practicing in virtually every area of the law.
The lawyers of Jenner & Block are proud of our close ties
to the Michigan Law School:
•
•
•

Nineteen of our partners and twenty of our
associates are Michigan Law alumni.
Our 1993 entering class of new. associates includes.
two Michigan Law graduates.
Our 1993 summer program included nine Michigan
Law students.

We encourage law students who may be interested in our Chicago office
to schedule interviews with us. If you are unable to secure an
interview slot, please leave your resume with one of our interviewers.
We will do our best to spend some time with you.
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Outside the Classroom: Lounging By the Pooley
By David Barringer
RG Features Writer
He has, let's say, a slight flair for the dramatic. A
Briton, he is BBC like Bnan Simpson is Monty Python. He's
famous foF annually suffcnng his Contracts class over for
•vtnc and hors d'ocuvrcs (hjs wife owns The Moveable
Ft t). His student<; have spoued htm 10 local plays, purponcdly wearing ughL<; of various hues. And hts first name
clicitc; an American te hcc. It's Beverly (tcc-hee). Fnends
all him Bev, but" ) an call htm Professor Pooley.
I had lunch wtth Pooh:y at the Red Hawk, a place whose
menu he knows inttmatcly. It was great. He laughs loudly.
He pays for half the tab. And he drinks Samuel Adams.

•••

Tell me the Houseman story.
I've been mvolved m the local theatre scene for a long
tme, and it was once rumored that John Houseman was
oing to be in town. So at a party I went up to Houseman's
ife-who I subsequently found out was a French princess
• nd a woman of very considerable hauteur-and said, " I
• ·onder if Houseman would like to come to my Contracts
< 1ss." My Contracts 1ass had just invited me to see what
·as then the recentlv released Paper Chase. And she said,
lh no, he docsn' " that son of thing." And I left it. But
ne day, I got a cal '"'1>' voice said, "Hello, this is John
Houseman here. What's this damn fool st.Ory about you
wanting me to tea~. h )vt. Contracts class?" So I explained,
ru d he grudgingly •• ~c ted. Picking him up from the
theatre, I went in and found this-it's hard to forget-this
muffler around hts .ccJ I introduced myself, and we drove
to the Jaw school. The ~tudents looked up lazily, and the first
shock was: "This isn't Pooley." Suddenly it struck them.
"It'~ 1/ouseman!" -:11-.n he started into Hadley and Baxendale, and eventuall) : introduced him , and the class gave him
a standtng ovation Past ~tudents come up to me and say, "I
\1 as tn the House11
~. uon."
What have )IIU learned from acting that you appreciate when teaching Ia\•?
I spent a lot or IITll m supervisory positions, and it's
-.cry tmponant for }OU to know what the life of the supervised is like. That's something from which we on the faculty
are largely protected. Everybody at one time should be in a
job in which he is a peon. And there is no greater form of
peon than an actor.
Well. What time is it?
Ha!

Where did you grow up?
I was five-years old when the war broke out, and when
people were evacuated, we moved to Cambridge, where I
lived umil I was ten. When the war ended,-we carne back to
south London. Then I went to Cambridge, and then 1came
over here.
Do you have any post-Michigan plans?
Nope. I plan to be here.
What can you say about life after law school?
Well, we do surveys of our classes after live and fifteen
years. Most people are happy, but for those who are nol, the
prime reason is that their commitment to their job has caused
their family life to become screwed up. They are unhappy
about that, and they have a right to be.
Another group, maybe five percent, who-when asked,
"What do you think about the law school?"-lct their
unexpurgated rage fill the page. Are they raging about us,
about life, what? They found law school to be a wrenching
experience, and it has left scars from which they will never
recover. In class, you wonder, "How can we find that five
percent, tak:e them aside and say, 'In this stage of your life,
there are lots of other things you can do."' It's very clear
there are people who ought never to have begun what they
are now doing.
What do you think of job-sharing? Couples sharing
a practice? Maybe not an afternoon/morning split like

I've heard doctors do, but maybe six months/six months?
Well, if the law fmn could live with that, that would be
very useful. We've got to be creative. Some firms arc being
creative, giving people maternity leave before the laY.
required them to. Some rIITllS arc giving men leave at the
time a child is born. The people who gmduatc from a !'Chool
like this are in a position to bargain. I know they don't feel
that, but they arc. The question is whether the law firm s arc
sufficiently adaptable.
How did you end up teaching? Did you ewr practice'?
No. I never did. There was a time when I had finished
the law equivalent of the Ph.D. whtch is the SJ.D. and I still
had no idea what I was gotng to do. Well, the JOb wh1ch
came up was a teaching job in Ghana in West Africa. I saw
an ad for this, in one drunken momcnL, in the back of an
English magazine, and I sent off a rather incoherent letter. I
heard nothing for a long time until a bundle of materials
arrived, and it was my appomtmenL Anyhow, we went out
to Ghana for a couple of years. And then I got an offer to
come to the University of Michigan. I was eventually
appointed as a member of the faculty and ran the library for a
few years.
Do you regret not practicing?
In many ways, I do. A friend of mine wcm into practice
in Britain, started out in ncar penury but eventually was
making a great deal of money. But the extraordinary thing
was that he wrote to me that he was making the same
arguments over and over again, and he was bored. But the
twentieth time teaching Hadley and Baxendale, I was not
bored in the slightest degree.
Did you have any delusions of what you wanted to be
when you grew up?
Yes. I wanted to be a cinema organist.
What's your most memorable disillusionment or
youth?
When I was in school, I was very active tn theatre, but I
wasn't very good at it. I'm still not. And it's very heartbreaking when you're young and you want partS, and you
don't get them. It never stopped me from being interested in
il, but it showed me something about the world that made me
unhappy. I was disappointed.
Do you bave any unvented criticism or praise ror the
law school?
All things considered, the law school docs a remarkably

Professor Pooley

fine job. We're a stntc law school in a not terribly prosperous
stntc, and we have over the years produced a legal education
which competes with the finest and wealthiest law schools in
the country. The faculty and students arc a very bright and
decent bunch of people. We get along very well, and people
who do that in today's fragmented society have to be
congratulated.
As for criticism, the st:.ttc law school used to be the place
from which a kid from humble beginnings made his way in
the world. Without wishing it, this law school, along with all
others, has found tL~clf to be a place where the working class
is almost entirely unseen. We're busy training the elite of the
country to continue to be the elite. We're properly trying to
get diversity in race, gender and ethntc backgrounds, but why
should rural cities in Michigan pay for appropriations for a
state university which by and large doesn't take their kids?
The international program has suffered, but that's more easily
solvable.
Let me get my half of this. What do I owe you?
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e Docket
MONDAY, SEJYfEMBER 27
OFFICE HOURS FOR DEAN GORDAN, DEAN EKLUND, AND DIANE NAFRA·
NOWICZ: By appomtment. Contact their secret.aries (Anne Cunningham for Virginia
Gordan, 303 HH, 76-l 5269, and Sherry Kozlouski for Sue Eklund and Dtanc Nafranowicz,
301 HH, 764-0516) for appropriate referral or to schedule an appointmenL
PHI DELTA PHI \\1:\E AND CHEESE: Pht Dclt.a Phi invites students, faculty, and staff to

welcome Michigan Law's new professors, K> le Logue and Steve Croley, at an informal wine
and cheese reception. The reception will be held Tuesday, September 28, at4:00 p.m. at the
Phi Delta Phi House. 502 E. Madison--only one block from the Law School. Drop by for
some appetizers anJ to enjo) the company of your colleagues and Michigan's newest
professors.
HEALTH LAW SOCIETY: The Health Law Society ts having an Organizational Meeting on
Wednesday, September 29, at 4:00p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room (Lawyers Club Main
Building). Everyone is welcome and food will be provided.
LSSS SPEAKERS C0:\1\11TTEE: Interested students are mvitcd to attend a planning meeung
on Wednesday, September 29, at 6:00p.m. in Rm. 120 HH. Anyone mtcrested but unable
to attend the meeting should pendallex or call Sung Robbins at663-7034.

STEEFEL
LEVITT
&WEISS
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

We will be conducting on-campus interviews
October 22 , 1993. If you are interested in practicing
with an innovative, mid-size San Francisco law firm,
please see us on ca:mpus or contact us directly for
further information.

STATE BAR OF MICHIGAN 58TH ANNUAL MEETING: The meeting of the State Bar of
Michigan will beheld from September29 to October I (Wednesday to Fnday)at theAmway
Grand Plaza Hotel and Grand Center in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The Meeting provides
:...
students an excellent opportunity to network for job searches and to meet practitioners in their
field of interesL Students can attend for free, and Student Section members will receive a free
ICLE publtcation on the current state of the law.
Each section of the State Bar wtll sponsor presentations at the .Meeting. Students arc
particularly encouraged to ancnd the Student Section's presentation on Career Satisfaction
on Septembcr29 at3:00 p.m. The other sections' meetings will be held on the following days:
September 29- Computer Law, Environmental Law, Intellectual Property, Labor and
Employment Law; September 30 - Alternative Dispute Resolution, Entertainment Law;
Business Law, Family Law, General Practice, International Law, Real Propeny, Tax,
Worker's Compensation; October 1- Antitrust, Aviation Law, Crimmal Law, Juvenile Law,
Negligence, Probate and Estate Law, Public Corporations Law. If you have any questions
about the Annual Meeting, please call the State Bar of Michigan at (517)372-9030.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY: Interested students arc invited to anend The Environmental Law Society's general meeting on Monday, Octobcr4,1993,at7:00p.m. in Rm.l20
HH. Come learn about the Endangered Species Act Symposium, the ational Environmental
Moot Court Competition, the Conference of the National Association of ELS 's in Malibu,
California, Legal Research Projects for the Environment, Michigan Bar Association Journal
Casenotes, Legal Environmental Jobs and Internships, Bicycling, Hiking, Canoeing, Ski
Trips, and more. For information, contact Anita Agajanian at 74 1-5016.
ROOM RESERVATIONS: Carol Yorkievitz, Rm. 41 8, will take room reservations between
9:30a.m. and II :30a.m. and between 1:30p.m. and 4:00p.m. Don't leave your reservations
to the last mmute!
EXTERNSHIP INFORMATION: Please obtain a copy of the new GUidelines for External
Studies Program dated August 30, 1993, available in 303 Hutchins Hall or in the rack outside
the Financial Aid Office. These guidelines replace earlier versions and reflect new
requirements of the ABA. The ABA rcccntJyimposcdarequirementonall U. S.law schools
that any externship in excess of six credits must include an on- itc visit during theextemship
term by a member of the law school faculty. As a result, extemships must be limited to
Washington, D. C., New York City, or Detroit Students may propose an extcmship at
another geographical location only if they know of a faculty member who plans to visit that
location during the extcrnship term and commits to making an on-site visit to the cxternship
placemenL If you have additional questions about extcmships, please see Assistant Dean
Virginia Gordan, 303 Hutchins Hall.
UPCOMING ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMlTTEE MEETINGS

Major Practice Areas:

•

•
•
•
•

Bankruptcy and Restructuring
Corporate, Tax & Securities
Commercial Litigation
Real Estate Finance and Development

The Academic Standards Committee will meet in Room 303 Hutchins Hall during the fall term
as follows:
Tuesday, October 5, 1993 at II:00 a.m.
Tuesday, November 9, 1993 at 11:00 a.m.
Tuesday, November 30, 1993 at 11:00 a.m.
Requests for waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the Academic
Standards Comm iLLec. Any student making such a request should submit a written petition
to Dean Gordan's office (303 Hutchins Hall) at lca~t four daYS prior to the date of the
Academic Standards Committee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic
regulation(s) for which the student is requesting a waiver, the speci lie nature of the request,
and the reasons for the request.
REMINDER OF UPCOMING ORIENTATION EVENTS
Monday, October 4, 1993 - 11:00- 12:30 p.m. - 100 Hutchins Hall. CAREER PLANNING -The
first in a weekly series of programs designed to introduce ftrSt year students to the
opportunities available in the profession. Conducted by Nancy Krieger, Placement Office
Director.
BOLLINGER FUN RUN: Wednesday, October 6, at 4:00p.m. Get into shape now for a 2-1/
2 mile run through the Arboretum with the Dean. FacuJty, staff, and students are all invited
to participate. Refreshments will be served afterward.

One Embarcadero Center~ San Francisco 94111

I • •

DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any organization or department wishing to place an announcement in the DOCKET should word the item as it is to appear and deliver it to Anne
Cunningham, 303 HH, by 4:30p.m. Thursday for publication the following Monday.
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Princesses Without a Country

Fashion Hints for the Novice Law Student
Finally, all.hough we have been told to make our column
Edilor}s Nole: Weare happy to anMunce the coronation ofnew eyes and that could really be a hindrance when you're writing
princesses writing a n(W back-page humor column. As before, your note for the law review competition." No no no no no. The "less gossipy", we feel we would be remiss in not mentioning the
fee/free to pendaf/ex Princess Feeney with questions. comments princesses are talking about serious Leisure. (Before we start, splendid turnout at a recent '70s party we attended. A few
however, we would like to point out l.hat no competition l.hat revelers are worth mentioning: AnneAuten(2L)as l.hc'70s PTA
or anecdotes. Enjoy!
awards 130 hours of cite-checking as its prize is worth entering, mother from Hell, Brian Bymc(2L), resplendent in his powder
Yes, the princesses are back. For those of you who are new unless you have done somel.hing very bad in a previous life l.hat blue leisure suit, and Dan Curth(2L) who we must say looked
outstanding in his Andy Warhol-esque wig, despite his annoyto our column, we arc here to offer advice, make relevant social you are desperately trying to atone for now.)
For l.hose of you who are unsure about how to go about ing rcfu<:alto tell us anything about his mystery woman. We
· commentary, and gently rebuke those who take law school too
seriously (e.g., everyone in our Fourteenth Amendment class). relaxing, here is our suggestion: {1) Next Wednesday, go to would also applaud Jim Cunis(2L) for bringing a date who was
This is not to be a gossip column per sc, so people like Kristen Village Comer. (2)Pick up at least one bag ofTostitos and some a dead ringer for Jan Brady, but we !igure he would get mad. In
Donoghue, 2L, (or anyone else with something to hide) should salsa. (3) Go home, tum on Fox, and spend two quality hours (a) general, the princesses love theme parties--be sure to pendaflex
praying for Brenda to <lie, and (b) wondering how Jane ever us an invite to your next one.
relax.
Ta ta for now.
could
have trusted a guy who parts his hair in the middle. And
Anyway, a cordial welcome is extended to all the new f1TSt
-Compiled by Elizabelh Feeney and Natalie Cadarid
years. We think it is imponant to befriend the I Ls, as the newly no, watching "Saved By l.he BeU" is not an acceptable alternaimplemented grading system means we will probably be work- tive.
ing for them someday. As worldly second years, we feel
obligated to give some tips for getting along at Michigan Law:
What Does the New Curve Really M ean?
• Avoid taking your fashion cues from the undergrads.
Not that the law students represent the pinnacle of style AT
THE NEW CU RVE
Old lL Curve
Old 2/3L Curve
ALL, but entirely too many of the undergrads look as if they got
Range of%
Target% Actual
Target%
Actual
Target%
very, very lost on their way to the nearest Nirvana concert
min
l!!M
Wearing your nose ring and long kniued stocking cap to
0-3
2.2
0
3
A+
0-3
1.9
Property will not onJy get you snickers from your classmates, it
11
14.5
18.1
IO(NA+)
7
13
18
A
will probably get you called on.
13
17
A15
Profs love the conspicuous student, particularly when they
34
B+
21
23.2
21
25.6
26
30
have left their seating charts at home. (A special note for
29
B
25
27.7
29
30.5
25
21
Kamisar students--"conspicuous" here means the first two rows
12
B10
8
of class--beyond that it is doubtful that Kamisar will ever
25
C+
21.7
19
16
7
5
9
actually see you. The third row is probably not your best bet,
c
11
9.6
6.1
3 (C&bclow)
5
10
0
either, as one of the princesses discovered the day Kamisar
0 (subC) 4
C.stopped class to ask if she was doing a crossword puzzle. She
D+
0-3
0-2
1.1
0.7
was NOT.)
D
0- 1.5 0.5
0-1.5 0.5
Anyway, if you are consistently mistaken for an employee
E
0-0.5 0.2
0-0.5 0.05
at Amer's, consider it high time to rethink your wardrobe.
• Avoid taking fashion cues from your professors. We
About 30 students attended a lunch discussion with Professor Friedman to discuss the new grading curve. The
hope this goes without saying.
chart above shows the old and new curves. The "target" columns show percentages ofeach grade that professors aimed
• Don't work too hard Yes, we know other people have
to award, and l.he "actual" column shows the actual results. The new curve contains not only targets but a minimum
told you this, like your parents and the administration and
and maximum range for each grade. In addition, the new guidelines set an average for each cla<>s of 3.19, meaning
people on those frightening "Study Skills" panels, but what they
that professors awarding the maximum percentage of A's may have to balance them against a large number of low
reaJly mean is "you should try not to read more l.han 700 pages
grades.
in one sitting because it could cause irreparable damage to your
/

Law in the Raw

By Kong & Poellet

Whatever Happened to Heavy Breathing?

Is "Too Many Hurricanes" a Defense?

Prosecutors in Bristol, Connecticut may have an odd
"aural" argument against a man accused of making harassing
phone calls to his former girlfriend. The evidence? "A very
loud burp," which broke the silence of l.he otherwise silent
nuisance call. According to the warrant, Kathleen Driscoll
dated Richard LaMothe for four years before breaking up
with him last winter. Telephone company records apparently
back up Ms. Driscoll's claim that Mr. LaMothe was responsible for atlcastl 0 "hang-up" calls to her home. Ms. Driscoll
says she was able to identify ~lr. LaMothe as l.he harassing
caller after a March I0 call during which the ol.herwise silent
caller made "a very loud burp"- a sound Ms. Driscoll says
she knew keenly from her years of dating him.

Wayne Bennett, 36, was charged in New Orleans in June
with killing his girlfriend by stabbing her in the neck several
times with a pocketknife. Bennett told police that the woman
was having trouble brcal.hing and that he was merely trying to
save her life by performing an emergency tracheotomy.

Brooklyn, New York, and had intended to drive home. However, they became confused and drove more l.han lOOmiles in
the wrong dirccuon on the interstate. When they saw a sign
for Brooklyn, they exited, thinking l.hey were home. They
became confused, trieJ to force a motorist to help them, and
were captured.

Always Proofread Your Work

Kevorkian Was Busy That Day

Fernando Rivera, 28, was arrested in July in New York City
after he allegedly attempted to rob an elderly woman in line at
a bank. Police surmised that Rivera went to that bank because
he failed to acquire the $1,000 he had expected from robbing
anol.her bank. He had left off a zero in the holdup note, and the
teller had dutifully given him only $100.

In May, a spokesperson for the district attorney's office
in Newton, MassachusetL<;, said prosecutors were "leaning towards suicide" as the cause of death of a 52-year-old man
found floating in l.he Charles River. The man's wrists were
tied with rope and his mouth was covered with electrical tape.

First Yea rs, Pull Out Your Black's
It Never Mentioned All His Volunteer Work
Convicted serial killer Randy Kraft filed a $60 million
lawsuit in May against Warner Books and aul.hor Dennis
McDougal, arguing that their book Angel of Darkness defamed him. Kraft. who is on deal.h row for l.he sexual torture
and murda o 16 men, S3Id the book is unfair in iL~ portrayal
of him as a "s.Ick, twisted" man.

I Must Have Taken a Wrong Turn at
Albuquerque
In June, Richard SimonelLI, 17, and George Montene;., 21,
ofBrooklyn, New York, were arrested in Drooklyn, Connecticut, and c~argcd with a rob bel) th.1 had taken plaCI.!I.!atii~'r in the
evening. According to ConncciiCUt state police, the men had
commuted thl! robbery m Bndgeport, about 50 miles trom

There once was a lawyer named Rex
With a diminutive organ of sex.
When charged with exposure,
He pled with composure:
"De minimtLS non curat lex. '

Takenfrom the CluwgoRcader, Washington City Paper,
Truly Taste/e,\5 L(lwyer .loke5 and the Nlltiona/ Law Journal
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